
7th-8th Gr. ELA
Testing vocabulary



Lesson Objectives:
1. I will be able to define vocabulary related directly to the state exam.

2. I will be able to identify synonyms related to testing vocabulary.

3. I will be able to engage in rephrasing testing questions to better 
understand the question using identified synonyms. 



How to use these materials: 
In this lesson, there are 13 academic vocabulary words most likely appear on the 7th-8th Gr. ELA 
Exam. This lesson can be used to support your vocabulary development and test-taking strategies. By 
rephrasing test questions, you are more likely to understand the questions more clearly, leading to a 
higher performance on the ELA Exam.

1. Read the vocabulary words on the PowerPoint 
2. Create flash-cards to include definition and synonyms. 
3. Write a creative story using 6 of the words. 
4. Rephrase the test questions in this presentation using EACH synonym.



Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.

Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Reveal

2. Suggest

3. Develop

4. Effect

5. Contribute

6. Affect

7. Support



Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.

Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Reveal

Definition: to make known

Synonym: expose, disclose, tell 

Example: “What does paragraph 4 most reveal 

about the narrator?”



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

2. Suggest 

Definition: to offer up something for you to 

consider

Synonym: hint(s), imply

Example: “The personification of the sky as sulky 

in paragraph 9 suggests the sky is…? ”

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Develop

Definition: to work out the possibilities of, to create 

change

Synonym: form, cultivate, change

Example: “How does the author mainly develop the 

narrator’s point of view in the story?”

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms
1. Effect

                                                                                                                                                                  Definition: something that follows a cause-- a 

reaction to an action.

Synonym: consequence, outcome, result

Example: “What is the effect of the author’s word 

choice in the sentence?”

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Contribute

Definition: to give, to supply

Synonym: add to, give

Example: “How does this sentence contribute to the 

tone of the story?”

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Affect

Definition: to produce an effect

Synonym: influence

Example: “In paragraph 12, how does the 

description of the nightmare mainly affect the tone 

of the story?”

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Support

Definition: to hold up, to make true

Synonym: help, assist 

Example: “How do lines 5-6 support a theme in the 

poem?”

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Task: Rephrase these questions using the synonyms 
from your cornell notes

How does this sentence contribute 

to the tone of the story?

How does this sentence 

add to the tone of the 

story?

How does this sentence 

give to the tone of the 

story?

Underline the Trending Test Word

Underline the synonyms used in 

translation

QUESTION

TRANSLATION



Task: Translate these questions using the synonyms from your cornell 
notes

What does paragraph 4 most reveal about the 

narrator?

The personification of the sky as sulky in 

paragraph 9 suggests the sky is…?

How does the author mainly develop the 

narrator’s point of view in the story?

What is the effect of the author’s word choice 

in the sentence?

In paragraph 12, how does the description of 

the nightmare mainly affect the tone of the 

story?

How do lines 5-6 support a theme in the 

poem?

Underline the Trending Test Word Underline the synonyms used in translation



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Establish

2. Indicate

3. Relate

4. Conclude

5. Impact

6. Express

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Establish

Definition: to set up on a firm or permanent basis

Synonym: form, create

Example: “How do lines 1 through 7 mainly 

establish the tone of the article?” 

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Indicate

Definition: to point out or share

Synonym: show 

Example: “What do lines 23 through 31 indicate 

about the developmental strategy of chickens?” 

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Relate

Definition: to make or show a connection between

Synonym: connect

Example: “How do these lines relate to lines 59 

through 64?” 

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Conclude

Definition: to arrive at a judgement or opinion 

through reasoning

Synonym:  infer, gather, decide

Example: “Based on lines 20 through 29, what can 

readers conclude about the narrator’s father?” 

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Impact

Definition: to have a strong effect of someone or 

something

Synonym:  influence

Example: “These statements impact the story by 

explaining...” 

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Trending Test Words Definition and Synonyms

1. Express

Definition: to convey a thought or feeling in words 

by gestures and conduct

Synonym: communicate, show, reveal 

Example: “Which detail best expresses a theme of 

the story?” 

Objective: I will be able to identify and define trending test words to 
rephrase test questions.



Task: Rephrase these questions using the synonyms from your cornell notes

How do lines 1 through 7 mainly establish the 

tone of the article?

What do lines 23 through 31 indicate about 

the developmental strategy of chickens?

How do these lines relate to lines 59 through 

64?

Based on lines 20 through 29, what can 

readers conclude about the narrator’s father?

These statements impact the story by 

explaining...

Which detail best expresses a theme of the 

story?

Underline the Trending Test Word Underline the synonyms used in translation


